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Numbers War begins!
Yu-Gi-Oh!, Vol. 7-Kazuki Takahashi 2004-12-07 10th grader Yugi spent most of his time alone playing
games...until he solved the Millennium Puzzle, a mysterious Egyptian artifact! Possessed by the puzzle, Yugi
becomes Yu-Gi-Oh, the King of Games, and challenges evildoers to the Shadow Games...weird games with high
stakes and high risks! These graphic novels contain new stories not seen in the anime, including the origin of Yugi
and his friends! When Yugi and his friends joined a "Monster World" role-playing game campaign, they didn't
realize just how much time the game would take--like maybe the rest of their lives! Ryo Bakura, their game
master, wants to use the power of his Millennium Ring to seal the souls of Yugi, Jonouchi, Anzu and Honda inside
his "Monster World" miniatures forever. Now, with 10-sided dice in hand, Yugi and Dark Yugi must hack and slash
their way through Bakura's adventure and defeat the Dark Master Zorc...or die trying!

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Vol. 7-Naoyuki Kageyama 2012-07-30 James “Crocodile” Cook, one of the four Duelists from
America, eagerly challenges Atticus Rhodes to a Duel. Elsewhere, Jaden and Chazz unlock more secrets of their
spirit cards, Winged Kuriboh and Light and Darkness Dragon. But their confrontation could lead to a Shadow
Game that only one Duelist may survive! !--EndFragment-- -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's-Masahiro Hikokubo 2015-03-03 In New Domino City, the hottest game in town is the Turbo Duel,
fought from blazingly fast motorcycles called Duel Runners. On the outskirts of New Domino City, in a district
known as Satellite, a new Turbo Duel hero emerges--Yusei Fudo! On his custom-built Duel Runner, Yusei takes on
all challengers, fighting for his friends and the future of Satellite! Rex Goodwin and Jack Atlas reach the end of
their epic duel, and Goodwin demonstrates his ancient power. Elsewhere, Crow Hogan has released the other
Duelists sealed by Lazar, but it’s too late for them to go to Yusei’s aid now. High in Aerial Fortress Seibal, Yusei
battles the Skeleton Knight to reach Sect…!

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 7-Kazuki Takahashi 2005-08-02 In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters
is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the most dangerous game of all! Entering the
Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like game designer Maximillion Pegasus and
teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own powers! Contains the
original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling for TV! It's the final rounds before
the fight with Pegasus, and only one of four will survive! Mai Shiranui has always wanted to fight Yugi, and now
she's got her chance! Can Yugi beat her harpies' pet dragon? Then, Jonouchi fights "Bandit" Keith Howard,
America's most unscrupulous gamer. Jonouchi's deck is loaded with warrior monsters, but Keith's machine deck
deals death with six-guns and slot machines...American style!

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Millennium World, Vol. 1-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-10-29 The final Yu-Gi-Oh! story! After hundreds of
battles, Yugi has finally gathered all the Egyptian God Cards... the key to unlocking his memories of his past life
as an Egyptian pharaoh. When Ryo Bakura gives him the Millennium Eye, Yugi opens the door to the "world of
memory," and his mind travels back in time to ancient Egypt, when the magic and monsters were real! Now Yugi
and his friends must explore the world of Yugi's forgotten past...and fight an enemy who has been waiting for
them for 3,000 years! -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX- 2011-08-02 At the exclusive Duel Academy, fifteen-year-old Jaden gets stuck in the worst dorm
and starts out at the bottom, where he must fight against all odds to prove to himself--and everyone else--that he
can be the best Duelist ever.

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, Vol. 7-Masahiro Hikokubo 2015-03-03 Rex Goodwin and Jack Atlas reach the end of their epic
duel, and Goodwin demonstrates his ancient power. Elsewhere, Crow Hogan has released the other Duelists
sealed by Lazar, but it’s too late for them to go to Yusei’s aid now. High in Aerial Fortress Seibal, Yusei battles the
Skeleton Knight to reach Sect...! -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! Arc-V, Vol. 7-Shin Yoshida 2020-06-02 The latest manga series based on the hit collectible card
game! Action Duels have become a global sensation, but what is the dark secret behind them that threatens to
destroy the world? Genesis Omega Dragon finally awakens during the Duel against Eve. Yuya and his friends learn
that G.O.D. has been fulfilling people’s desires and leading them astray to destroy humankind! Is this a Duel that
Yuya can win? The story of G.O.D. ends here!

Yu-Gi-Oh! Arc-V, Vol. 7-Shin Yoshida 2020-06-02 Genesis Omega Dragon finally awakens during the Duel
against Eve. Yuya and his friends learn that G.O.D. has been fulfilling people’s desires and leading them astray to
destroy humankind! Is this a Duel that Yuya can win? The story of G.O.D. ends here! -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! Zexal-Shin Yoshida 2015-09-01 In a futuristic city, augmented reality Duels are all the rage. Duelists,
using devices called D-Gazers, can interact with their environment and their opponents as never before. With
more awesome monsters and unbelievable cards, the future of Yu-Gi-Oh! starts right here! The Heartland Duel
Arena rocks to the roars of the crowd as Yuma, Astral and Shark prepare to face off against Kaito. But Kaito has
been manipulated from the start by Kyoji Yagumo, whose goal is nothing less than destroying both the astral and
physical worlds! While Yuma’s friends struggle to discover what’s going on behind the scenes, the final in the
yu-gi-oh-volume-7-v-7-manga

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 7-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-08-27 It's the final rounds before the fight with Pegasus, and
only one of four will survive! Mai Shiranui has always wanted to fight Yugi, and now she's got her chance! Can
Yugi beat her harpies' pet dragon? Then, Jonouchi fights "Bandit" Keith Howard, America's most unscrupulous
gamer. Jonouchi's deck is loaded with warrior monsters, but Keith's machine deck deals death with six-guns and
slot machines...American style! -- VIZ Media
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Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist-Kazuki Takahashi 2007-08-07 Three thousand years ago, an ancient Egyptian carving
predicted the final battle between Yugi and Kaiba...and now that day has finally come! The heavens shake as the
archrivals unleash the ultimate gods of collectible card games: Slifer the Sky Dragon and the God of the Obelisk!
But will the duel be decided in the present, or will the force of the gods smash through time itself?

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, Vol. 1-Masahiro Hikokubo 2012-03-26 A high-speed Turbo Duel through the streets of Satellite
brings Yusei Fudo and his friend Sect face-to-face with an urban legend incarnate! Will Yusei lose Sect to the
Skeleton Knight? And what sinister plans does Jack Atlas, master of New Domino City, have in store for Yusei?
Card included with the first printing only. -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Vol. 4-Naoyuki Kageyama 2012-05-21 The Duel Academy tournament has reached the semifinal
round, with the winner getting a chance to take on duel champion Zane "Kaiser" Truesdale. Jaden and Bastion go
head to head in an all-out match, followed by Chazz taking on the mysterious David Rabb. The winners of these
two matches will face off in the final round of the tournament! But will David Rabb's evil master plan ruin
everything? -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh!-Kazuki Takahashi 2003

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Vol. 8-Naoyuki Kageyama 2012-07-30 The next series of duels at Duel Academy are about to
begin and Reggie Mackenzie's father, possessed by an evil spirit determined to wreak havoc, makes his move. By
manipulating members of the group of visiting duelists from America, Mackenzie plants the seeds of destruction
on Duel Academy Island. When Jaden takes on his next opponent, will he realize the evil he faces, or will an
ancient spirit's scheme to resurrect itself go forward? -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! Duelist-Kazuki Takahashi 2007-11-01 'Yu-Gi-Oh Dualist' offers a fantastic mix of cool teenage drama
and ancient myth. The TV series is now showing on Sky One and Nickleodeon.

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Millennium World, Vol. 3-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-11-05 The spirits of Yugi and his friends have
traveled to ancient Egypt, when the monsters were real and Yugi's alter ego was king! But the mad tomb-robber
Bakura has sworn to destroy the kingdom and take the Millennium Items...from the pharaoh's dead body! As
Bakura's monstrous spirit Diabound rains death upon the city, Yu-Gi-Oh must resort to his trump cards: the Three
Egyptian Gods. But is there actually more than one Bakura? And if the heroes have really traveled to the past, can
they change the course of history...or are they caught in the hands of time? -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! Arc-V-Shin Yoshida 2017-04-04 The latest manga series based on the hit collectible card game! Action
Duels have become a global sensation, but what is the dark secret behind them that threatens to destroy the
world? Yuzu Hiiragi and her father run a dueling school that’s seen better days. If only they had a star teacher to
bring in new students! When a rogue Duelist known as Phantom appears in the city, Yuzu may have found a
savior, but Phantom will have to deal with the Leo Corporation’s special forces before he can get into any
community service!

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 8-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-08-27 Yugi's beaten the champions of Duel Monsters...but
now it's time to meet the maker! In the final battle of the tournament, Yugi faces ultra-rich game designer
Maximillion Pegasus with the soul of his grandfather at stake! As cards fly, Yugi and Pegasus turn to the darker
side of their decks, unleashing sinister monsters of the netherworld. But Pegasus has the power of the mindscanning Millennium Eye...and how can Yugi defeat an opponent who knows exactly what he's going to do? -- VIZ
Media

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Millennium World, Vol. 7-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-11-26 The Final Volume! In the illusionary
Millennium World of three thousand years ago, the forces of good and evil clash for the last time. But now that
Yugi has split from Yu-Gi-Oh, the heroes must go on a journey to present-day Egypt, where Yu-Gi-Oh--the pharaoh-must face his final destination. But what awaits them in Egypt? Has the evil of the Millennium Items truly been
exorcised? And can the bonds which hold the pharaoh's soul ever be broken? The ultimate battle beckons! -- VIZ
Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Vol. 2-Naoyuki Kageyama 2012-04-09 Jaden has proven his dueling skills to the other students at
Duel Academy, but what drove him to start down the path to becoming a Duel Champion? When mysterious
duelists from America arrive at Duel Academy, Jaden will find his skills, and his friendships, tested yet again! -VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 12-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-09-10 Yugi fights Pandora, a duelist who uses one of Yugi's
own favorite cards, the Dark Magician! But can Yugi duel while chained in the path of a roaring buzzsaw?
Meanwhile, Jonouchi fights an old enemy, Insector Haga. For the sake of his sister, Jonouchi must fight an army of
vicious bugs...and that's not all. His own deck has been infected with Haga's parasitic insects! Is this the end? -VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh!, Vol. 6-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-07-30 They say the King of Games never loses...but can even Yugi beat
these tough new opponents and weird games? "Monster Fight" takes dueling action figures to a new level when
Yugi puts his soul into the figures! A sinister classmate challenges Yugi to a magical game of "Dragon Cards!"
Jonouchi faces an old enemy who's turned yo-yos into a deadly weapon! But Yugi may have finally met his match
when he meets his new classmate Bakura, a game master with a secret, who invites him to join a role-playing
game campaign... -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, Vol. 5-Masahiro Hikokubo 2013-11-05 Kalin’s handless combo Type Zero has Jack backed into a
corner! However, the King just might have a secret plan for victory. Meanwhile, the Skeleton Knight appears and
tells Yusei that Sect is in the aerial fortress beyond the Duel Gate! Can Yusei’s loyalty overcome Sect’s thirst for
power and save Sect from the Skeleton Knight? Card included with the first printing only. -- VIZ Media

Yu-gi-oh! Millennium World 6-Kazuki Takahashi 2008-01-03 Yugi has gathered all the Egyptian God Cards, and
with the Millennium Eye he is now able to unlock his memories of his past life as an Egyptian pharaoh and travel
back in time to battle his enemies of the past.

Yu-Gi-Oh! R, Vol. 2-Akira Ito 2013-08-27 Yugi's battle with Yako Tenma continues, but things are not as they
seem! Yako's Evil God Cards are just as strong as Yugi's Egyptian God Cards, and at the height of the duel, they
unleash their hidden supernatural power. Meanwhile, Yako reveals the true purpose of his sinister "R.A. Project,"
and why he needs Anzu's body. Can anyone stop his mad plan? -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Vol. 9-Naoyuki Kageyama 2012-08-07 The possessed Principal Mackenzie makes his final bid to
crush the students of Duel Academy and seize Chazz and Jaden’s Spirit Cards! Jaden will need all his dueling skill
as he battles his way through to the final Duel, fighting for his friends, his mentor Koyo Hibiki, and the fate of
Duel Academy itself! -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Millennium World, Vol. 2-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-10-29 Yu-Gi-Oh's mind has traveled 3,000 years
back in time, to relive his life as a pharaoh in ancient Egypt! But his life may not last long, because the mad tombyu-gi-oh-volume-7-v-7-manga
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robber Bakura--vessel of the monstrous spirit Diabound--has invaded the palace to slaughter the pharaoh and his
priests! Can the Gods of Egypt stop Bakura's vengeance? Can Yugi and his friends find a way to join Yu-Gi-Oh in
the "world of memory"? To protect the kingdom, high priest Seto comes up with a ruthless plan. But will his
draconian measures stop evildoers like Bakura...or only create more of them? -- VIZ Media

nothing left to lose…

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Millennium World, Vol. 4-Kazuki Takahashi 2006-08-01 The final saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic! After
many deadly duels, Yugi has collected the three Egyptian God Cards, the key to remembering his own past life as
an Egyptian pharaoh. When the cards take Yugi's soul back in time, can he defeat the villains of the past and
achieve his ultimate destiny? The mysterious Zorc Necrophades rewinds time, forcing Yu-Gi-Oh to fight Bakura all
over again…only this time without the Egyptian Gods! As the kingdom searches for a savior, High Priest Seto
awakens an awesomely powerful new monster, the Blue-Eyes White Dragon. But will it be enough? Returning to
the ruins of Kul Elna, the village where the Millennium Items were made, Bakura prepares to complete the dark
ritual that will unleash the evil god Zorc Necrophades…in the modern world! Exclusive Yu-Gi-Oh! trading card
included

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist-Kazuki Takahashi 2005-04-05

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Millennium World, Vol. 5-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-11-12 A battle from 3,000 years ago is repeated,
as Yu-Gi-Oh and Mahado--the original Dark Magician--fight Bakura and the dreaded Diabound! Can they beat the
mad tomb-robber in his underground domain, protected by the darkness and the ghosts of the restless dead? But
if Yu-Gi-Oh changes the past, will the present change too...or is something even stranger than time travel at work?
Meanwhile, Yugi, Anzu, Jonouchi and Honda descend into danger...to face the deadly enemy who has been right
next to them all along! -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! Millennium World-Kazuki Takahashi 2005 Yugi has gathered all the Egyptian God Cards, and with
the Millennium Eye he is now able to unlock his memories of his past life as an Egyptian pharaoh and travel back
in time to battle his enemies of the past.

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Vol. 1-Naoyuki Kageyama 2012-03-19 Considered a slacker by his peers, Jaden battles teachers
and students alike to make his mark in the Duel World. Can he bring his low-level dorm, Slifer Red, to the top of
the deck? Or will the champions in the Obelisk Blue dorm hang onto their winning hand? -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh!: R-Akira Ito 2010-04-06 Yugi's back for another duel, but this time, it's personal! R to L (Japanese
Style). Yugi's back for another duel, but this time, it's personal! BONUS!: Card (First Print Only) inside! (Limited
quantity available) Return of the Dragon: The twisted Yako Tenma has taken control of the gaming company
Kaibacorp, using its high-tech dueling machinesto resurrect the dead… but the original master of Uaibacorp is not
happy! Kaiba, Yugi's archrival, challengs Yako to a duel to see just who will control Japan's biggest gaming
company. Can Kaiba's Blue-Eyes White Dragon stop Yako's evil plan?

Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Vol. 6-Naoyuki Kageyama 2012-07-23 Chazz Princeton, the rising star of Duel Academy, faces the
champion Ryo Kaiser in a fiery duel atop an active volcano! While his classmates' eyes are riveted on the big
match, Jaden fights alone against Reggie Mackenzie, a duelist possessed by an evil entity. If Jaden wins, he might
save the soul of his teacher, Miss Hibiki. If Jaden loses, Reggie will steal his precious "Winged Kuriboh" card...and
Jaden's soul in the bargain! -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh!: GX-Naoyuki Kageyama 2010-10-05 Yu-Gi-Oh! GX The Next Generation of Duelist has arrived. Reads R
to L (Japanese Style), for all age audiences. BONUS! Card (TBD) inside! (Limited quantity available, first print
only) Ultimate Hero!! It's the ultimate grudge match between Duel Academy's most promising students, Jaden and
Chazz! Can Jaden's Elemental Heroes defeat the overwhelming power of Chazz's dragon deck? As the entire
student body watches the match, no one notices another duel taking place in a dark, abandoned building on the
other end of the island. It's a Shadow Game, and the stakes are more than honor--they're life and death!

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 24-Kazuki Takahashi 2013-10-22 The greatest powers can often fall to the smallest
opponents. Yugi used Kuriboh to defeat the Blue-Eyes Ultimate Dragon. Now, does the tiny Metal Devil hold the
secret to defeating the Sun Dragon Ra? As the world's mightiest gamers clash, the very island may not survive the
battle. The Battle City tournament is over...but who will walk away from the ruins? -- VIZ Media

GIGANT Vol. 3-Hiroya Oku 2020-10-13 BOY MEETS GIRL MEETS THE END OF THE WORLD A chance
encounter wound up giving Rei a chance to become the boyfriend of PaPiCo, his favorite porn star—which was
already plenty strange. But against the backdrop of a shady website running polls on how the world should end,
PaPiCo wound up with the power to grow to truly gigantic proportions. When an equally giant monster descends
on Tokyo, threatening the life of Rei and millions more, she springs into action, ready to defend everything she
loves!

Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 5-Kazuki Takahashi 2005-05-31 In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters
is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the most dangerous game of all! Entering the
Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like game designer Maximillion Pegasus and
teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own powers! Contains the
original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling for TV! Can Yugi and Jonouchi
escape the subterranean maze of the Labyrinth Brothers, or will they be buried with their cards? Maybe they'd be
safer underground, because Kaiba, the world's former greatest gamer, is back! On the towers of Pegasus Castle,
Yugi and Kaiba fight their third Duel Monsters battle, with everything at stake. But this time, Kaiba is fighting for
more than his own pride; he's fighting to save his brother. And there's nothing more dangerous than a gamer with
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